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SUMMARY

The exposome concept encourages holistic consideration of the non-genetic
factors (environmental exposures including lifestyle) that influence an individual’s
health over their life course. However, disconnect between the concept and
practical application has promoted divergent interpretations of the exposome
across disciplines and reinforced separation of the environmental (emphasizing
exposures) and biological (emphasizing responses) research communities. In
particular, while knowledge of biological responses can help to distinguish actual
(i.e. experienced) from potential exposures, the inclusion of endogenous
processes has generated confusion about the position of the exposome in a
multi-omics systems biology context. We propose a reattribution of ‘‘exposome’’
to exclusively represent the totality of contact with external factors that a biolog-
ical entity experiences, and introduce the term ‘‘functional exposomics’’ to
denote the systematic study of exposure-phenotype interaction. This reoriented
definition of the exposome allows a more readily integrable dataset for multi-
omics and systems biology research.
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INTRODUCTION

The exposome concept initially represented an individual human’s ‘‘life-course environmental exposures

(including lifestyle factors), from the prenatal period onwards’’ (Wild, 2005). Presented as a complement

to the genome, a shift toward more comprehensive characterization of exposure was advocated,

aiming to raise the prioritization of exposure risk factors to a comparable level as for genetic risk factors.

Notably, the terms ‘‘envirome’’ and ‘‘environome’’ refer to the same concept (Anthony et al., 1995; Sher

et al., 2010; Toscano and Oehlke, 2005), but have not received the same recognition and use as the

exposome.

Recognizing the critical role of underlying endogenous processes in the continuum from exposure to

disease, practical application of the exposome concept often includes in-depth biological characterization

across molecular omics layers to better understand mechanisms underlying diseases. As a result, the

exposome was further elaborated to encompass the associated biological responses to exposures which

are vital to understand environmental influence on human health (Wild, 2012). Building upon this, Miller and

Jones redefined the exposome as ‘‘the cumulative measure of environmental influences and associated

biological responses throughout the lifespan, including exposures from the environment, diet, behavior,

and endogenous processes’’ (Miller and Jones, 2014). The re-definition emphasized the need for integra-

tive study of genetic and environmental determinants of health and reflected progression of the exposome

concept into a practicable research discipline.

The potential for comprehensive characterization of exposure to further understanding about the

environmental influence on health has led to the exposome concept being embraced beyond

epidemiology and public health domains, adopted within, e.g. personalized health and precision

medicine, pharmacology, (eco)toxicology, and risk assessment (Escher et al., 2017; Niedzwiecki et al.,

2019; Sillé, 2020; Vermeulen et al., 2020). Yet, adoption of the exposome concept by many scientific

fields has led to developments framed by the different terminologies and theoretical perspectives of

various disciplines, presenting a barrier for interdisciplinary research.
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Integration of an exposome component into the multi-omics framework was recently encouraged, but

came with the proviso that inclusion of an exposomics layer should harmonize with the framework of

established molecular layers to capitalize upon the extensive wealth of biological information already

captured in multi-omics applications (Miller, 2021).

Although domain-specific contextualization has advanced the exposome from concept to practical

applications, it is recognized that many fundamental features of the exposome have remained ambiguous

as the concept evolved in the past 15 years (Haddad et al., 2019), such as what constitutes exposure

(Brunekreef, 2013) and what distinguishes response and effect?

Through contemplating these conceptual ambiguities, our perspective rationalizes depicting exposures as

contact events and reattributing the exposome to exclusively represent these events, i.e. environmental

exposures. By uncoupling exposure and response, a clear position for the exposome within an integrated

molecular omics framework is outlined. The framework generalizes to all organisms and levels of biological

organization. Moving from concept to application, we discuss emerging functional exposomics studies

beginning to advance understanding about the environmental contribution to phenotype and health.
WHAT CONSTITUTES EXPOSURE?

Strikingly, ‘‘exposure’’ is often ambiguously defined within scientific literature (Brunekreef, 2013) with 28

definitions compiled via the US EPA Terminology Service (United States Environmental Protection Agency,

2009). Of these, there are two prevailing interpretations:

i) Contact between an agent and a target. Contact takes place at an exposure surface over an exposure

period.

ii) Concentration or amount of a particular agent that reaches a target organism, system, or (sub)pop-

ulation in a specific frequency for a defined duration.

The former definition, endorsed by the International Society of Exposure Science (Zartarian et al., 2005),

represents a qualitative observation (presence of contact event) exclusive for a single occurrence (exposure

period, i.e. continuous contact). The latter, widely used in chemical hazard/risk assessment (International

Programme on Chemical Safety & Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2004),

provides a quantitative characterization (agent concentration) over a time frame which can comprise

multiple contact events (exposure duration). Adding further ambiguity is that the discourse of chemical

exposure has commonly used the term ‘‘exposure’’ to refer to agents that one may or may not come

into contact with, i.e. potential exposure (Everett et al., 2019; Rappaport and Smith, 2010). Though

seemingly minor, these discrepancies have wider implications; for instance, the prioritization of the sum

of exposure agent concentration above the spatiotemporal dynamics of exposure, or enabling an interpre-

tation that the exposome refers to a universal measure of all potential exposure agents rather than related

with actualized contact. We propose a refined definition of environmental exposure that builds upon the

event of contact:

Environmental exposure: a contact between external factor(s) (agent) and a biological entity occurring

at an (exposure) interface. A single exposure event (exposure period) is a continuous contact with an

agent.

We favor describing exposure as a contact event because it emphasizes the many dynamic properties

required for exposure characterization, e.g. spatial (exposure interface) and temporal (exposure period)

dimensions, quality (type), and quantity of external factor(s). Plus, it permits assessment of mixed

(i.e. numerous types of external factors) and/or multiple (i.e. multiple contact events) exposures,

needed to investigate real-world scenarios (Tipton, 2012). Other common misconceptions are that

exposure only pertains to negative effects (Miller and Jones, 2014). Therefore, we have elaborated

‘‘agent’’ in the hopes to emphasize the breadth of exposure science beyond assessment of the toxic

chemical domain to encompass physical (e.g. ambient light), biological (e.g. probiotics), and psychosocial

(e.g. social integration) factors. A more balanced recognition of beneficial exposure effects, alongside

awareness of harmful effects, will be paramount to understand wellbeing and good health beyond

pathological states.
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THE INTERSECT OF EXPOSURE-RESPONSE

We fully support the notion that the influence of exposures cannot be interpreted without considering

biological response (Dennis et al., 2016). Overall, the exposure-response relationship is bidirectional, i.e.

each mutually act on one another, and so it is unnecessary to establish temporal order to directly

characterize exposure-response interaction (Arora et al., 2020). However, the measurement of contact

events is often indirect (Committee on Human and Environmental Exposure Science in the 21st Century;

Board on Environmental Studies and Toxicology; Division on Earth and Life Studies; National Research

Council, 2012; Rappaport, 2011) and incidence inferred. Moreover, within the continuum of exposure-

response relationships, each individual event operates is a unidirectional forward relationship and is

unique, i.e. an exposure occurs prior to a response and individual events cannot be undone nor repeated

(Comunidad Los Horcones, 2005). For indirect measures, exposure and response are distinct, even if linked

and their boundaries impossible to discern. Building upon our refined definition of exposure, we propose

reattributing the exposome to exclusively represent environmental exposure:

Exposome: the totality of environmental exposures, i.e. the totality of contact between external factors

(agents) and a biological entity.

Our definition encapsulates the totality of contact events, and a distinction between exposure and

response enables measurements related to contact with external factors to be isolated from the cascades

of endogenous processes, e.g. DNAmutations arising from the imperfect repair of DNA polymerase errors.

While the term ‘‘endogenous exposome’’ has been used to describe these cascades (Nakamura et al.,

2014), we consider them as indirect outcomes from endogenous processes and not representing an

environmental exposure as a contact event with an external factor. The separation is beneficial for

molecular multi-omics communication because these non-canonical outcomes of biological processes

are inherently captured within measures of other factors, e.g. metabolomics, proteomics etc.

We acknowledge that distinction between exposure and response is difficult to apply for psychosocial

factors. Various social factors can be considered external factors (e.g. access to green space) and

psychological characteristics predominantly response (e.g. emotional reactions), but in many cases the

intersection and traversal of external-internal boundaries is often hard to categorize (e.g. subjection to

stressors–stressor perception).

Notably, molecular omics characterization has been adopted in clinical settings to measure allostatic load,

whereby multiple biomarkers indicative of physiological dysregulation are used in combination to

represent the cumulative burden of stress (Fava et al., 2019). Similarly to exposure, there are multiple

interpretations of stress in different disciplines (Fink, 2016; Mason, 1975; Selye, 1975). It was recently

posited that the most generic definition (‘‘stress is the non-specific response of the body to any demand’’)

(Selye, 1976) could be unassailable by disregarding ‘‘non-specific’’ (Fink, 2016). Therefore, the measure-

ment of allostatic load (stress) can be viewed as a characterization of the (physiological) responses

following contact between stressors (external factors) and a biological entity over a defined time-period.

It is effectively the characterization of response to exposures, and thus complementary to exposomics

studies that focus upon characterizing exposures, i.e. contact between external factors and a biological

entity over a defined time-period.

While some specific responses can act as an indirect measure of specific exposure, the composite

measurement of allostatic load/stress provides a crude proxy of multiple exposures. Establishing a

relationship between complex biomarkers of physiological dysregulation and individual exposures

remains challenging (Logan et al., 2018). Therefore, increased characterization (i.e. compositional,

spatiotemporal, and quantitative) of exposure is needed to identify those that are modifiable and specific

for disease prevention and improving wellbeing.

Many exposures do not elicit readily observable biochemical responses (Peters et al., 2012) and molecular

multi-omics characterizations can be limited in scope to investigate exposure compared to response,

which is more easily represented via cellular processes or biosignals indicative of, e.g. behavioral

(Beauchaine, 2012) and emotional responses (Behnke et al., 2022; Zaehringer et al., 2020). Molecular

characterizations need to complement, and be complemented with, structural and psychosocial

characterization at individual and macro-level (Peters et al., 2021). The greater integration of psychosocial
iScience 25, 103976, March 18, 2022 3
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factors and sociological expertise has been advocated to shape the development of exposome studies.

This will be particularly critical to reduce risk of individualized multi-omics approaches proceeding toward

incidental associations of limited significance to public health (Kohane et al., 2006; Senier et al., 2017) and

to increase recognition of overarching factors underlying health disparities, which are often unrecognized

or not deemed modifiable in public health strategies, e.g. economic and racial marginalization (Braveman

and Gottlieb, 2014; Juarez et al., 2014; Stringhini et al., 2017).

The potential of greater characterization of exposure to psychosocial factors was recently demonstrated,

where the twenty-year trajectories of >3000 individuals’ neighborhood deprivation and social capital were

classified into groups via latent class growth analysis (Prior, 2021). The groups showed graded-associations

with later measures of allostatic load, e.g. histories of greater andmore severe exposure to structural disad-

vantage were related to higher allostatic load. The study evidenced that the future allostatic load of

different demographics may be predicted from dynamic measures of exposure history (Prior, 2021).

WHAT DISTINGUISHES BIOLOGICAL RESPONSE AND EFFECT?

In the context of molecular multi-omics characterization, we find it useful to distinguish between molecular

and higher-order phenotypic traits. Similar distinction is present in the concept of allostatic load, whereby

physiological dysregulation (molecular trait) is separated from clinical disease (higher-order phenotypic

trait). We suggest that actualized exposure events can be divided into those with a molecular-level

response but no discernible effect on higher-order phenotype (i.e. promote the shift of homeodynamic

equilibrium but not beyond the window of tolerance/contribute to allostatic load) and those resulting in

an observable phenotypic effect (i.e. disturb homeodynamic equilibrium beyond its window of toler-

ance/allostatic overload (McEwen and Wingfield, 2003)). This framing provides clarity for the use of molec-

ular signatures as biomarkers of exposure and biomarkers of effect (Mayeux, 2004; U.S. Food and Drug

Administration - National Institutes of Health, Biomarker Working Group, 2016; World Health Organization

& International Programme on Chemical Safety, 1993). For example, biomarkers of exposure would include

presence of external factors in direct contact (e.g. surface microbes, internalized chemicals etc.), alongside

responses indicative of a prior contact event (e.g. biotransformation products of chemical agents, presence

of specific antibodies, and DNA methylations). Along the same lines, biomarkers of phenotypic effect may

be implicit of the trait (e.g. single-gene mutations) or specifically indicative (e.g. CD4 T cell count and

Hemoglobin A1c concentration). The phrasing is potentially useful for molecular toxicology, able to portray

a no-observed-effect level (World Health Organization & International Programme on Chemical Safety,

1994) (i.e. molecular response but no effect on higher-order phenotype), and may be beneficial for

increasing the use of omics technologies in next-generation toxicology (Barouki et al., 2021) and risk

assessment (Canzler et al., 2020; Sillé, 2020).

Chemical biomarkers: internal chemical exposome & metabolome

As previously mentioned, when chemical exposures are considered, it is common to use external

factor characterization as proxy for exposure (Everett et al., 2019; Rappaport and Smith, 2010), which

has often led to ambiguity surrounding the difference between metabolomics and internal chemical

exposomics. Herein, we present a perspective divide: chemical exposomics focuses on characterizing

contact with chemical agents, while metabolomics focuses on characterizing biochemical reactions of a

biological entity. The interpretation of internal chemicals measurements therefore greatly differs between

fields.

Internal chemical exposomics research focuses on mapping markers of chemical exposure to external

sources and origins, reverse dosimetry (internal dose to predict external amount) to estimate exposure

risk, detoxification kinetics, and toxicity effects , whereas metabolomics involves characterization of

pathway perturbations, metabolic flux, and regulation of biological responses. From another angle,

internal chemical exposomics characterizes contact with chemicals that promote deviation from homeody-

namic equilibrium while metabolomics characterizes the biochemical processes regulating homeodynamic

equilibrium. Practically, the fields converge at the interface of measuring chemical exposure-biochemical

response. Each –ome, including the metabolome, operates in the continuum of endogenous-xenobiotic

processes (Nicholson and Wilson, 2003) and externally derived chemicals are constituents of the metabo-

lome (Athersuch and Keun, 2015). Yet, a separate term is beneficial to convey the differing perspectives

regarding the subsequent interpretation and raises awareness of the specific challenges faced to profile

endogenous or exogenous components (David et al., 2021). As such, we propose:
4 iScience 25, 103976, March 18, 2022
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Internal chemical exposome: the totality of internal contact between environmentally derived chemi-

cals (chemical agents including biotransformation products) and a biological entity.

The definition explicitly couples internalized chemical agents with their metabolic products to encompass

cellular chemical fate. In doing so, characterization of the internal chemical exposome naturally integrates

the toxicokinetics of exposure agents with the toxicodynamics of exposure contact (Ghosh, 2019), and un-

derlines the role exposomics can play in next-generation exposure risk assessment.
GENERALIZATION OF THE EXPOSOME CONCEPT

The exposome concept can easily be extrapolated to other organisms and complex biological systems. All

living organisms have a phenotype that is the result of interactions between genetic and environmental fac-

tors, encompassing ecological and psychosocial conditions. The exposome concept has been applied to

study other organisms and cells (Broadrup et al., 2019; David et al., 2017; Teixeira et al., 2011; Xu, 2016) and

implementation of systems biology approaches to understand individual phenotype (Toscano andOehlke,

2005) and ecosystem health (Purdy et al., 2010) hailed for many years.

While ecosystem applicability of the exposome concept has been described, phrasing of the ‘‘eco-expo-

some’’ vision was complex and did not place the concept in a wider biological framework (Committee on

Human and Environmental Exposure Science in the 21st Century; Board on Environmental Studies and

Toxicology; Division on Earth and Life Studies; National Research Council, 2012). The vision was subse-

quently explained and positioned within systems toxicology (Escher et al., 2017) at the interface of aggre-

gate exposure pathway (AEP) and adverse outcome pathway (AOP) frameworks, yet the definition re-

mained abstruse. A further re-definition narrowed the eco-exposome to represent ‘‘the totality of

internal exposure over a lifetime to individuals of a given species’’ (Scholz et al., 2022). The definition

was presented as exclusive for chemicals and has limited applicability to ecological communities and hol-

obionts, both in phrasing and the disregard of psychosocial (and physical) factors.

Recently, the integration of exposome andOne Health concepts was noted along the need for closer align-

ment of environmental chemistry and environmental toxicology disciplines (Gao, 2021). Expanding the ex-

posome from an anthropocentric view to all ecological levels of organization (Table 1) demonstrates their

synergy: in the same way that the influence of individual exposures cannot be interpreted without consid-

ering response, the environment of an individual or population can only be contextualized within the

broader community/ecosystem network (Arah, 2009; Myers et al., 2013).

Elucidating the temporal dynamics of genotype and environment interplay is critical to understand pheno-

type trajectories (Boyce et al., 2020), and establishing chronology across multiple time scales and genera-

tions can advance the exposome from an individual to an evolutionary framework. Notably, the temporal

dynamics of an exposure event, and thus the biologically meaningful time frame for characterization of the

exposome depends upon the biological entity under study (Assmus et al., 2006; Jackson et al., 2021). For

example, the time frame to study an individual infected with an infectious agent is shorter than time frame

needed to study a population. Similarly, studying the exposome of a single cell would require a shorter

measurement period than studying a multicellular organism with longer life cycle. Greater consideration

of the coarse graining of time and biological levels of organization in studies and confronting the problems

this simplification imposes on our understanding of biological function within evolving systems has been

deemed imperative (Bergelson et al., 2021).

While Gao described the exposome and One Health concepts as multiple stressor and multiple receptor

approaches, respectively (Gao, 2021), we view each as describing the same multiple interactions from the

mirrored perspectives of multi-level exposure and response characterization.
FUNCTIONAL EXPOSOMICS: CONCEPT TO APPLICATION

Disparity between the holistic exposome concept and current measurement capabilities is often high-

lighted. The feasibility of lifetime internal exposure measurement is called into question (Sabbioni et al.,

2020), the plausibility for biomarker signatures to reflect all relevant exposures is doubted (Peters et al.,

2012), and concerns raised about increasingly personalized exposure measures potentially hindering

recognition of population-level or social elements (Canali, 2020; Senier et al., 2017). External factors are
iScience 25, 103976, March 18, 2022 5



Table 1. Scheme of major systems biology disciplines, expanded to include the exposome

Prefix individual scale

population/species

scale

community scale ecosystem scale non-naturala Endogenous exogenous

meta- eco- xeno- endo- exo-

gen(o)me totality of [all types of]

heritable genetic material

(genes) of a biological entity

genomes of an entity

population/species

genomes of a

community of entities

all genes of an

ecosystem

non-natural genes inherited genes non-inherited

genes

transcript(o)me totality of transcribed

genetic material (transcripts)

of a biological entity

transcriptomes of an

entity population/species

transcriptomes of a

community of entities

all transcripts of an

ecosystem

non-natural transcripts native transcripts non-native

transcripts

prote(o)me totality of proteins/

peptides of a biological entity

proteomes of an entity

population/species

proteomes of a

community of entities

all proteins/peptides

of an ecosystem

non-natural proteins/

peptides

natively expressed

proteins/peptides

non-native

proteins/peptides

metabol(o)me totality of substances

involved in metabolic

processes (metabolites)

of a biological entity

metabolomes of an entity

population/species

metabolomes of a

community of entities

all metabolites of an

ecosystem

non-natural metabolites

i.e derived from artificial

substances

native metabolites non-native

metabolites i.e.

acquired

microbi(o)me totality of microorganisms

in direct interaction with

a biological entity

microbiomes of an entity

population/species

microbiomes of a

community of entities

all microorganisms

of an ecosystem

N/A indigenous

microorganisms

non-indigenous

microorganisms

phen(o)me totality of traits/characteristics

displayed by a biological entity

phenomes of an entity

population/species

phenomes of a

community of entities

all characteristics an

ecosystem displaysb
N/A N/A N/A

expos(o)me totality of contact between

an external factor and a biological

entity

exposomes of an entity

population/species

exposomes of a

community of entities

all contact between

an external factor

and an ecosystemc

contact with non-natural

external factors i.e.

artificial substances

N/A N/A

aPrior to point in time, e.g. human activity in ecosystem.
bi.e. Description of biophysical environment.
ci.e. Ecosystem-ecosystem interaction. If generalized to ecosphere, the external factors are fundamental forces.
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Figure 1. Example of integrating the exposome in a human multi-omics approach and complementing genotype-to-phenotype (functional

genomics) with exposotype-to-phenotype (functional exposomics) mapping

The chronological analysis of expressed genes, exposures experienced, and their interactions (GxE) can elucidate the genetic and environmental influence

on phenotype development and health. Created using icons from https://icons8.com.
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highly diverse and characterizing the composition of exposure (i.e. the type(s) of factor) is therefore more

challenging than compositional characterization of other molecular omics. That said, the (lack of) feasibility

for absolute -ome measurement can be debated for all omics disciplines (Prohaska and Stadler, 2011),

particularly regarding quantitative measures and spatiotemporal characterization (Mahner and Kary,

1997). For example, decades after qualitative whole genome sequencing became viable, the assessment

of the accumulation of DNA mutations during aging is a burgeoning field (Schumacher et al., 2021; Vijg

and Montagna, 2017). Techniques for spatial and/or temporal characterization of molecular omics layers

are emerging, though approaches for in situ molecular omics analysis (i.e. real-time direct on living

systems) remain limited.

Previously, Chung et al. defined the functional exposome as ‘‘the life-course exposures to both endogenous

and exogenous biologically activemolecules’’ and ‘‘the totality of the biologically active exposures relevant

to disease development’’ (Chung et al., 2021). However, environmental exposure was limited to external

agents that physically interact with human host (Chung et al., 2021). We favor a universal definition of the

term ‘‘functional exposomics’’ to embody a practical approach to advance understanding of all external

factors contributing to phenome (i.e. the totality of traits/characteristics displayed by a biological entity):

Functional exposomics: the systematic and comprehensive study of environmental exposure-pheno-

type interaction over a defined time-period.

The phrase is intuitive and makes clear that it is essential to understand the complex interrelationship of

exposure and endogenous processes. Each of the -omes inherently comprise influence from environmental

factors and contextualizing molecular multi-omics with environmental measures places functional exposo-

mics as a cornerstone of integrative biology (Figure 1). Functional exposomics focuses on the need to

further elucidate exposure-phenotype interaction and both exposure-wide (Ioannidis, 2016) and

outcome-wide approaches (Braun et al., 2019; VanderWeele, 2017) will be required. There is an analogy

to earlier functional genomics efforts that focused on expressed genes, i.e. those that encoded proteins

and were directly linked to function. Similarly, functional exposomics focuses effort on those exposures

that have a demonstrable impact on phenotype.

Appropriate time-periods for functional exposomics investigations should be defined that enable the

study of causal relations between exposure and outcomes (Fang et al., 2021). Yet identification of relevant

periods is challenging, especially due to latency between exposure and phenotypic effect (Balbus et al.,

2013; Gillman, 2005).

Acknowledging the regulated trajectory of dynamic phenotype development (Lenart et al., 2019), Lenart

et al. applied functional linear models to predict future phenotypic traits from previous observations
iScience 25, 103976, March 18, 2022 7
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and to identify critical windows of exposure vulnerability (i.e. periods where external factors show greater

influence) (Lenart et al., 2021). In another example, Wagner et al. estimated trajectories of association

between BMI history and cognitive decline using a landmark approach, identifying two critical windows

(Wagner et al., 2021). Application of these approaches to prospective cohorts could be valuable for

investigating latent health outcomes.

The sequence of exposure is critical (Ashauer et al., 2017; Jackson et al., 2021) and the chronological

profile of exposure events can be deemed a regulated trajectory, meaning periodic characterization

of exposure profiles within relevant time windows should enable future exposures to be predicted,

and potentially altered. Expanding from single traits to composite profiles will require application

of multivariate functional models which are able to handle the greater sparsity and variability of exposure

measures, compared to biological effect (Li et al., 2019b; Peters et al., 2021).

The genetic constraints of phenotype development can also be used as an anchor to elucidate

environmental influence. For example, Teixeira et al. applied a constrained partial least-squares

regression-based approach to explain 90% of the observed variance in metabolic profiles of mammalian

cell culture over time through temporal measures of extracellular variables (Teixeira et al., 2011).

Mapping environment-to-phenotype has already been shown as an effective theoretical approach to study

population adaptation strategies (Xue et al., 2019), new frameworks to model complex gene-environment

interaction show promise for more accurate disease risk estimation (Li et al., 2019a), and advanced

approaches to integrate multimodal (Pan et al., 2022) and longitudinal multi-omics are emerging (Bodein

et al., 2021; Kaur et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020). However, extending functional exposomics models to complex

organisms and societies entails challenges, including i) the difficulty to incorporate measures of psychoso-

cial and perceived factors alongside biological and physical factors, ii) the complexity to integrate individ-

ualized molecular measures with community-level data, iii) the fusion of exposure, response, and

effect measures in interpretable dynamic networks and most critically, iv) the translation of knowledge

to operable practices that improve wellbeing.

Functional exposomics investigations leveraging comprehensive characterization of environmental factors

are emerging and a template for longitudinal outcome-wide association studies has been developed

(VanderWeele et al., 2020). Recently, the longitudinal molecular multi-omics and exposure profiles of an in-

dividual (human) were integrated (Gao et al., 2021) and thousands of internal biomarkers correlated with

external measures. These associations were cross-validated with clinical data, showcasing the potential

for precision environmental health monitoring (Gao et al., 2021). In another first, the molecular multi-omics

profiles of 1301 mother-child pairs were integrated with personal and community-level environmental met-

rics for two time-periods (Maitre et al., 2021). Thousands of associations between biological response and

exposure were identified, including unique signatures for e.g. indoor air quality and weather conditions.

Notably, recent childhood exposures were shown to be associated with features from all omics layers, while

changes to the DNA methylome best captured in utero exposure (Maitre et al., 2021).

CONCLUSION

Wehave positioned the exposomewithin amulti-omics framework, generalizing the concept to be applicable to

all levels of the complex biological organization. Deeming exposure as a contact event emphasizes the dynamic

relationshipbetween external factors andbiological response.Characterization of both sides of this interfacewill

require extensive collaboration across the environmental (exposure focused) and biological (response focused)

research communities. Functional exposomics to associate environmental exposure tophenotype complements

functional genomics linking genotype to phenotype.More extensive characterization of the exposome and inte-

gration with molecular multi-omics profiling is set to advance the factoring of phenotypic variance into genetic

and environmental components. Studying their interplay places genotype-environment interaction at the center

of integrative biology toward deepening our understanding of phenotype development and adaptation to

further personal, population, and ecosystem health.

SUMMARY OF DEFINITIONS

Environmental exposure: a contact between external factor(s) (agent) and a biological entity occurring at

an (exposure) interface. A single exposure event (exposure period) is a continuous contact with a unique

agent.
8 iScience 25, 103976, March 18, 2022
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Exposome: the totality of environmental exposures, i.e. the totality of contact between external factors

(agents) and a biological entity.

Internal chemical exposome: the totality of internal contact between environmentally derived chemicals

(chemical agents including biotransformation products) and a biological entity.

Functional exposomics: the systematic and comprehensive study of environmental exposure-phenotype

interaction over a defined time-period.
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